Notes on Gesture
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1. By the end of the nineteenth century, the Western bourgeoisie
had definitely lost its gestures.
1886, Gilles de la Tourette, "ancien interne des H6pitaux de Paris et de la Salpetriere," published with Delahaye et Lecrosnicr the i;tudes cliniques et physiologiques sur
la marche [Clinical and physiological studies on the gait].
It was the first time that one of the most common human
gestures was analyzed with strictly scientific methods.
Fifty-three years earlier, when the bourgeoisie's good
conscience was still intact, the plan of a general pathology of social life announced by Balzac had produced
nothing more than the fifty rather disappointing pages
of the Thiorie de la demarche [Theory of bearing]. Nothing is more revealing of the distance (not only a temporal
one) separating the two attempts than the description
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Gilles de la Tourette gives of a human step. Whereas
Balzac saw only the expression of moral character, de la
Tourette employed a gaze that is already a prophecy of
what cinematography would latcr become:
While the left leg acts as the fulcrum, the right foot
is raised from the ground with a coiling motion that
starts at the heel and reaches the tip of the toes, which
leave the ground last; the whole leg is now brought
forward and the foot touches the ground with the
heel. At this very instant, the left foot-having ended
its revolution and leaning only on the tip of the toesleaves the ground; the left leg is brought forward, gets
closer to and then passes the right leg, and the left foot
touches the ground with the heel, while the right foot
ends its own revolntion. 1

Only an eye gifted with such a vision could
have perfected that footprint method of which Gilles de
la Tourette was, with good reason, so proud. An approximately seven- or eight-meter-Iong and fifty-centimeterwide roll of white wallpaper was nailed to the ground
and then divided in half lengthwise by a pencil-drawn
line. The soles of the experiment's subject were then
smeared with iron sesquioxide powder, which stained
them with a nice red rust color. The footprints that the
patient left while walking along the dividing line allowed
a perfect measurement of the gait according to various
parameters (length of the step, lateral swerve, angle of
inclination, etc.).
If we observe the footprint reproductions
published by Gilles de la Tourette, it is impossible not

to think about the series of snapshots that Muybridge
was producing in those same years at the University of
Pennsylvania using a battery of twenty-four photographic
lenses. "Man walking at normal speed," "running man
with shotgun," "walking woman picking up a jug," "walking woman sending a kiss": these are the happy and visible twins of the unknown and suffering creatures that
had left those traces.
The Etude sur une affection nerveuse caracterisee
par de l'incoordination motrice accompagnee d'echolalie et de
coprolalie [Study on a nervous condition characterized by
lack of motor coordination accompanied by echolalia and
coprolalia1was published a year before the studies on the
gait came out. This book defined the clinical profile of
what later would be called Gilles de la Tourette syndrome. On this occasion, the same distancing that the
footprint method had enabled in the case of a most common gesture was applied to the description of an amazing proliferation of tics, spasmodic jerks, and mannerisms - a proliferation that cannot be defined in any way
other than as a generalized catastrophe of the sphere of
gestures. Patients can neither start nor complete the simplest of gestures. If they are able to start a movement,
this is interrupted and broken up by shocks lacking any
coordination and by tremors that give the impression that
the whole musculature is engaged in a dance (chorea) that
is completely independent of any ambulatory end. The
equivalent of this disorder in the sphere of the gait is exemplarily described by Jean-Martin Charcot in his famous Lefons du mardi:
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He sets off-with his body bent forward and with his
lower limbs rigidly and entirely adhering one to the
other - by leaning on the tip of his toes. His feet then
begin to slide on the ground somehow, and he proceeds through some sort of swift tremor.... When the
patient hurls himself forward in such a way, it seems
as if he might fall forward any minute; in any case, it
is practically impossible for him to stop all by himself and often he needs to throw himself on an object nearby. I-Ie looks like an automaton that is being
propelled by a spring: there is nothing in these rigid,
jerky, and convnlsive movements that resembles the
nimbleness of the gait.... Finally, after several attempts, he sets off and-in conformity to the aforementioned mechanism-slides over the ground rather
than walking: his legs are rigid, or, at least, they bend
ever so slightly, while his steps are somehow substituted for as many abrupt tremors. 2

What is most extraordinary is that these disorders, after having heen observed in thousands of cases
since 1885, practically cease to he recorded in the first
years of the twentieth century, until the day when Oliver
Sacks, in the winter of 1971, thought that he noticed
three cases of Tourettism in the span of a few minutes
while walking along the streets of New York City. One
of the hypotheses that could be put forth in order to explain this disappearance is that in thc meantime ataxia,
tics, and dystonia had become the norm and that at some
point everybody had lost control of their gestures and
was walking and gesticulating frantically. This is the im-

pression, at any rate, that one has when watching the
films that Marey and Lumiere began to shoot exactly in
those years.
2. In the cinema, a society that has lost its gestures tries at once to
reclaim what it has lost and to record its loss.

An age that has lost its gestures is, for this reason, obsessed by them. For human beings who have lost every
sense of naturalness, each single gesture becomes a destiny. And the more gestures lose their ease under the
action of invisible powers, the more life becomes indecipherable. In this phase the bourgeoisie, which just a
few decades earlier was still firmly in possession of its
symbols, succumbs to interiority and gives itself up to
psychology.
Nietzsche represents the specific moment in
European culture when this polar tension between the
obliteration and loss of gestures and their transfiguration
into fate reaches its climax. The thought of the eternal
return, in fact, is intelligible only as a gesture in which
power and act, naturalness and manner, contingency and
necessity become indiscernible (ultimately, in other words,
only as theater). Thus Spake Zarathustra is the ballet of a
humankind that has lost its gestures. And when the age
realized this, it then began (but it was too late!) the precipitous attempt to recover the lost gestures in extremis.
The dance of Isadora Duncan and Sergei Diaghilev, the
novel of Proust, the great Jugendstil poetry from Pascoli
to Rilke, and, finally and most exemplarily, the silent
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movie trace the magic circle in which humanity tried
for the last time to evoke what was slipping through its
fingers forever.
During the same years, Aby Warburg began
those investigations that only the myopia of a psychologizing history of art could have defined as a "science of
the image." The main focus of those investigations was,
rather, the gesture intended as a crystal of historical memory, the process by which it stiffened and turned into a
destiny, as well as the strenuous attempt of artists and
philosophers (an attempt that, according to Warburg,
was on the verge of insanity) to redeem the gesture from
its destiny through a dynamic polarization. Because of the
fact that this research was conducted through the medium
of images, it was believed that the image was also its object. Warburg instead transformed the image into a decisively historical and dynamic element. (Likewise, the
image will provide for Jung the model of the archetypes'
metahistorical sphere.) In this sense, the atlas Mnenzosyne
that he left incomplete and that consists of almost a
thousand photographs is not an immovable repertoire
of images but rather a representation in virtual movement
of Western humanity's gestures from classical Greece to
Fascism (in other words, something that is closer to De
Jorio than Panofsky). Inside each section, the single images should be considered more as film stills than as autonomous realities (at least in the same way in which
Benjamin once compared the dialectical image to those
little books, forerunners of cinematography, that gave the

impression of movement when the pages were turned
over rapidly).

3. The element of cinema is gesture and not image.
Gilles Deleuze has argued that cinema erases the fallacious psychological distinction between image as psychic reality and movement as physical reality. Cinema tographie images are neither poses eternelles (sueh as tl1e
forms of the classical age) nor coupes immobiles of movement, but rather coupes mobiles, images themselves in
movement, that Deleuze calls movement-images. 3
It is necessary to extend Deleuze's argument
and show how it relates to the status of the image in general within modernity. This implies, however, that the
mythical rigidity of the image has been broken and that
here, properly speaking, there are no images but only
gestures. Every image, in fact, is animated by an antinomic polarity: on the one hand, images are the reification
and obliteration of a gesture (it is the imago as death
mask or as symbol); on the other hand, they preserve the
dynamis intact (as in Muybridge's snapshots or in any
sports photograph). The former corresponds to the recollection seized by voluntary memory, while the latter
corresponds to the image flashing in the epiphany of involuntary memOly. And while the former lives in magical isolation, the latter always refers beyond itself to a
whole of which it is a part. Even the Mona Lisa, even Las
Meninas could be seen not as immovable and eternal
forms, but as fragments of a gesture or as stills of a lost
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film wherein only they would regain their true meaning.
And that is so because a certain kind of litigatio, a paralyzing power whose spell we need to break, is continuously at work in every image; it is as if a silent invocation calling for the liberation of the image into gesture
arose from the entire history of art. This is what in ancient Greece was expressed by the legends in which statues break the ties holding them and begin to move. But
this is also the intention that philosophy entrusts to the
idea, which is not at all an immobile archetype as common interpretations would have it, but rather a constellation in which phenomena arrange themselves in a gesture.
Cinema leads images back to the homeland
of gesture. According to the beautiful definition implicit
in Beckett's Traum und Nacht, it is tbe dream of a gesture. The duty of the director is to introduce into this
dream the element of awakening.

4. Because cinema has its center in the gesture and not in the
image, it belongs essentially to the realm of ethics and politics .
(and not simply to that of aesthetics).
What is a gesture? A remark of Varra contains a valuable
indication. He inscribes the gesture into the sphere of
action, but he clearly sets it apart from acting (agere) and
from making (jacere):
The third stage of action is, they say, that in which
they faciunt "make" something: in this, on account of
the likeness among age7'e "to act" and gerere "to carry
or carry on," a certain error is committed by those
who think that it is only one thing. For a person can
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facere something and not agere it, as a poet facit
"makes" a play and does not act it, and on the other
hand the actor agit "acts" it and does not make it, and
so a play fit "is made" by the poet, not acted, and agitur "is acted" by the actor, not made. On the other
hand, the general [imperator], in that he is said to
gerere "carry on" affairs, in this neither facit "makes"
nor agit "acts," but gerit "carries on," that is, supports,
a meaning transferred from those who gcrunt "carry"
burdens, because they support them. (VI VIII 77)4

What characterizes gesture is that in it nothing is being produced or acted, but rather something
is being endured and supported. The gesture, in other
words, opens the sphere of ethos as the more proper
sphere of that which is human. But in what way is an action endured and supported? In what way does a res become a res gesta, that is, in what way does a simple fact become an event? The Varronian distinction between facere
and agere is derived, in the end, from Aristotle. In a famous passage of the Nicomachean Ethics, he opposes the
two terms as follows: "For production [poiesis] has an end
other than itself, but action [praxis] does not: good action is itself an end" (VI 1140b).5 What is new in Varra
is the identification of a third type of action alongside
the other two: if producing is a means in view of an end
and praxis is an end without means, the gesture then
breaks with the false alternative between ends and means
that paralyzes morality and presents instead means that,
as such, evade the orbit of mediality without becoming,
for this reason, ends.
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Nothing is more misleading for an understanding of gesture, therefore, than representing, on the
one hand, a sphere of means as addressing a goal (for
example, marching seen as a means of moving the body
from point A to point B) and, on the other hand, a separate and superior sphere of gesture as a movement that
has its end in itself (for example, dance seen as an aesthetic dimension). Finality without means is just as alienating as mediality that has meaning only with respect to
an end, If dance is gesture, it is so, rather, because it is
nothing more than the endurance and the exhibition of
the media character of corporal movements. The gesture
is the exhibition of a mediality: it is the process of making a
means visible as sucb. It allows the emergence of the be-

ing-in-a-medium of human beings and thus it opens dle
ethical dimension for them. But, just as in a pornographic
film, people caught in the act of performing a gesture
that is simply a means addressed to the end of giving
pleasure to others (or to themselves) are kept suspended
in and by their own mediality-for the only reason of
being shot and exhibited in their mediality-and can become the medium of a new pleasure for the audience (a
pleasure that would otherwise be incomprehensible); or,
just as in the case of the mime, when gestures addressed
to the most familiar ends are exhibited as such and are
dms kept suspended "entre Ie desir et l'accomplissement,
la perpetration et son souvenir" [between desire and fulfillment, perpetration and its recollection]-in what Mallarme calls a milieu pur, so what is relayed to human be-

ings in gestures is not the sphere of an end in itself but
rather the sphere of a pure and endless mediality.
It is only in this way that the obscure Kantian expression "purposiveness without purpose" acquires
a concrete meaning. Such a finality in the realm of means
is that power of the gesture that interrupts the gesture
in its very being-means and only in this way can exhibit
it, thereby transforming a res into a res gesta, In the same
way, if we understand the "word" as the means of communication, then to show a word does not mean to have
at one's disposal a higher level (a metalanguage, itself incommunicable within the first level), starting from which
we could make that word an object of communication;
it means, rather, to expose the word in its own mediality, in its own being a means, without any transcendence.
The gesture is, in this sense, communication of a communicability. It has precisely nothing to say because what
it shows is the being-in-language of human beings as
pure mediality. However, because being-in-language is
not something that could be said in sentences, the gesture is essentially always a gesture of not being able to
figure something out in language; it is always a gag in
the proper meaning of the term, indicating first of all
something that could be put in your mouth to hinder
speech, as well as in the sense of the actor's improvisation meant to compensate a loss of memory or an inability to speak. From this point derives not only the proximity between gesture and philosophy, but also the one
between philosophy and cinema. Cinema's essential "si-
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lence" (which has nothing to do with the presence or absence of a sound track) is, just like the silence of philosophy, exposure of the being-in-Ianguage of human beings:
pure gesturality. The Wittgensteinian definition of the
mystic as the appearing of what cannot be said is literally a definition of the gag. And every great philosophical
text is the gag exhibiting language itself, being-in-language itself as a gigantic loss of memory, as an incurable speech defect.
5. Politics is the sphere ofpure means, that is, of the absolute and
complete gesturality of human beings.
(1992)
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